Math Fact Resources

**Skip Counting**
One of the biggest ways you can help your child learn their facts is thru skip counting! Here are some links to help them with their songs!

- Count by 2s  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oBqs_4F-YzY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oBqs_4F-YzY)
- Count by 3s  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tpP05DwwQ7Q](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tpP05DwwQ7Q)
- Count by 4s  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSn2O4mTJD4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSn2O4mTJD4)
- Count by 5s  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_awKleMyA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_awKleMyA)
- Count by 6s  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpbC-1a71Mo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpbC-1a71Mo)
- Count by 7s  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8gcX24F_U4c](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8gcX24F_U4c)
- Count by 8s  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3SwaOVWD-PY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3SwaOVWD-PY)
- Count by 9s  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hOpl1FwPlh0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hOpl1FwPlh0)

There are tons of other songs on youtube! So just search and find the one that is your favorite!

**Apps**

- Multiply Wiz
- Division Wiz
- Grade 3 Math
- Flash to Pass
- Multiplication

Other resources to look for!

[https://binge.co/what-are-the-best-apps-for-learning-multiplication-tables](https://binge.co/what-are-the-best-apps-for-learning-multiplication-tables)

Other easy ways to practice at home!
1. Make flashcards
2. Build arrays
3. Post facts around the house to help them memorize

If your find another resource that you love, please share! We are always looking for more ideas!